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Welcome Back! 

 

We are delighted that, from Monday 7th September, school will 
be reopening school to all of our learners from Year One to Year 

Six and that we will be welcoming our Nursery and Reception 
children in throughout September. Our roofing project will be 
finished, new lighting installed and walls freshly painted which 

means that we can go back to our usual offer of five days a week. 

We are aware that there will be lots of changes here in school to 
make sure it is safe for our children, our parents & carers and all 

of our staff and so have put together this ‘Back to School’ manual 
to try and make these as clear as possible. If at any point you are 
unsure about anything, do not hesitate to get in touch with and 

we will do our very best to help. 

Email: thomass01@brigshawtrust.com  

Telephone: 07762 180 975 

 

 

Please be aware that all plans contained within this manual are 
subject to change in response to the local and national COVID-19 
alert level systems. If a local or national lockdown was instructed, 
then we would be required to react accordingly in terms of closing 

the school. Information about how home learning would be 
provided is contained within this manual. 

  

mailto:thomass01@brigshawtrust.com
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Preparing Your Child for Coming into School 
 

Start talking 

Your child might have worries about coming to school and talking 
is one of the key ways you can help them explore these worries 

and help them to think of ways to manage them. 

Sleep routine 

Help your child return to their normal sleep routine in the weeks 
before school starts again. 

Talk about school 

Start to talk through what being in school might be like. 
It doesn’t have to start as a conversation about worries, but these 

might arise as you talk. 

Model Coping Strategies 

Show them strategies you use when feeling stressed, such as 
reconnecting with friends, doing regular exercise or using 

breathing techniques. 

Make yourself available as much as possible 

Your child may want to come and ‘debrief’ after school but 
maybe not immediately. Create space for talking in different 

ways, such as going on a walk together or baking together; there 
may be less pressure in these circumstances than when sitting 

face-to-face. 

Look at the positives  
As schools reopen, other things will too. It might be helpful to 

talk about things your child is looking forward to, like their 
favourite shop reopening, seeing friends in the park or getting ice 

cream from their favourite café.  
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Attendance 
 

During our summer reopening to Years One and Six, the 
government made it clear that no parent would be penalised or 
sanctioned for their child’s non-attendance at school. Now the 

circumstances have changed and it is vital for all children to 
return to school to resume their learning and provide them with 

their normal routines. 

School attendance will therefore be mandatory from the 
beginning of the Autumn term and all children will be expected to 

be here with us in school.  

In the event of pupil illness, the normal communication methods 
will be expected: a telephone call through to the school office on 
01977 522 620 as early as possible to advise us why your child is 

not going to be with us in school.  
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Coronavirus: Symptoms or Cases in School 
 

The following actions will be followed in the event of anyone 
displaying coronavirus symptoms in school: 

1) Children displaying symptoms will be moved to a designated 

‘quarantine’ area in school while they await collection by their 

parent or carer. Adults will be sent home straightaway. 

2) The child or adult will be advised to self-isolate and arrange a 

coronavirus test. All parents and carers of the children in the 

relevant year group will receive notification that someone within 

their child’s ‘bubble’ has been sent for testing but will need to 

take no further action at this stage. 

3) All other household members (including siblings) of the child or 

adult displaying symptoms will be advised to self-isolate for 14 

days. 

4) If a negative test result is received, the child or adult can join 

us back in school as soon as they feel well enough and the other 

members of their household can stop isolating. All parents and 

carers of the children in the relevant year group will be advised 

that this has been the case. 

5) If a positive test result is received, the child or adult must 

continue to self-isolate for at least 7 days. The other members of 

their household (including siblings) will be advised to self-isolate 

for 14 days. All parents and carers of the children in the relevant 

year group will also be advised that a positive test result has been 

received and that their child will need to self-isolate for 14 days. 

It is vital that you keep us informed in school if anyone in your 

household displays coronavirus symptoms.  
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Pick Up and Drop Off 
 

Staggered Starts and Ends: 

After your initial transition sessions, we will be following the 
whole-school policy for pick up and drop off. In order to get 
everyone on and off the school site safely, easily and with 

minimum contact with each other, we will be having staggered 
starts and ends of the day. These staggered starts and ends will 
be organised alphabetically by your child’s surname. There will 

also be specific start and end times for children who access 
before or after school childcare. 

 
A - F: 

Drop-Off Time 8:30   Pick-Up Time 2:45 
 

G – N: 
Drop-Off Time 8:45   Pick-Up Time 3:00 

 
O – Z + Childcare: 

Drop-Off Time 9:00   Pick-Up 3:15 
 
 

Where families have more than one child, we will work with you 
on an individual basis to ensure that drop-off and pick-up are as 

seamless as possible. 
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Entry and Exit Points 

Main Foot Gate: 

 

 

 

 

 

All children in Nursery and Reception will enter and exit the 
school grounds using this gate. To keep adult social distancing 

measures in place, only one adult per child will be permitted onto 
the school grounds. 

Nursery will enter and exit their classroom from the Nursery 
playground which will be accessed using the pathway to the side 
of the Nursery building. They will have a designated gate to enter 

the playground, separate to F2T children. 

F2T will enter and exit their classroom from the Nursery 
playground which will be accessed using the pathway to the side 
of the Nursery building. They will have a designated gate to enter 

the playground, separate to Nursery children. 

F2S will enter and exit their classroom from the side door next to 
the main entrance to school. 

Please be aware that all adults must remain at a safe social 
distance when waiting to drop-off or pick-up their child. There 
are markers on the floor within the school grounds to aid with 

this. 
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Breakfast and Teatime Clubs 
 

It is with regret that both our Breakfast and Tea Time Clubs will 
need to remain closed until October at the very earliest. Please 

be aware that this decision was by no means taken lightly and we 
are fully aware that it will present many of you with additional 

challenges. Unfortunately, it was a decision that was unavoidable 
given the guidelines that we are having to follow. 

We will inform you immediately with any updates in this regard. 
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Uniform 
 

From September, all Reception children will be expected to wear 
the usual school uniform. This is as follows: 

Boys 

A blue jumper or sweatshirt 

A white or blue shirt or t-shirt 

Black or grey trousers/shorts 
Girls 

A blue jumper, sweatshirt or cardigan 

A white or blue shirt or t-shirt 

Black or grey trousers/shorts/skirt 

A blue/white checked dress (in summer) 

 

Uniform is optional for all Nursery children.  
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Lunchtimes 
 

Lunchtimes in school will be staggered in order that children 
remain in their year group ‘bubbles’. 

It is possible that Early Years children may not be able to eat in 
the Dining Hall for the foreseeable future and so may eat their 

lunch in their classroom supervised by their class teacher. If this is 
the case, classrooms will be thoroughly cleaned while the 

children are out for their lunchtime play. 

School Dinners 

For children who have a school dinner, we are expecting our 
kitchens to be fully open from September. Due to the potential 

issues around the use of the Dining Hall and restrictions on 
utensils, school dinners will take the form of a hot ‘grab bag’.  

Our school dinner options will be as follows: 

1: weeks commencing 7th Sept, 28th Sept & 19th Oct 

 Mon Tues Weds Thurs Fri 

Option 
1 

Margherita & 
Wedges 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Sausage Roll 
& Wedges 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Burger  
& Wedges 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Sausage Bap 
& Chips 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Battered Fish 
Bap & Chips 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Option 
2 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Wedges 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Wedges 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Wedges 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Chips 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Chips 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Dessert 

Vanilla 
Sponge Cake 
with Apple 

Wedges 

Fruity 
Flapjack with 

Apple 
Wedges 

Chocolate & 
Pear Brownie 

with Apple 
Wedges 

GoGo 
Strawberry 

Yoghurt 

Iced Sponge 
with Apple 

Wedges 
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2: weeks commencing 14th Sept & 5th Oct 

 Mon Tues Weds Thurs Fri 

Option 
1 

Sausage Roll 
& Wedges 

 
Vegetable 

sticks  

Burger  
& Wedges 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Margherita & 
Wedges 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Sausage Bap 
& Chips 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Crispy Salmon 
Bap & Chips 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Option 
2 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Wedges 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Wedges 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Wedges 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Chips 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Chips 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Dessert 
GoGo 

Strawberry 
Yoghurt  

Vanilla 
Sponge Cake 
with Apple 

Wedges  

Apple Tray 
Bake with 

Apple 
Wedges 

Fruity 
Flapjack with 

Apple 
Wedges 

Chocolate 
Cake with 

Apple 
Wedges 

3: weeks commencing 21st Sept & 12th Oct 

 Mon Tues Weds Thurs Fri 

Option 
1 

Margherita & 
Wedges 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Sausage Roll 
& Wedges 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Burger  
& Wedges 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Sausage Bap 
& Chips 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Battered Fish 
Bap & Chips 

 
Vegetable 

sticks 

Option 
2 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Wedges 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Wedges 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Wedges 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Chips 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Tuna, Ham or 
Cheese Bap & 

Chips 
 

Vegetable 
sticks 

Dessert 

Berry Sponge 
Cake with 

Apple 
Wedges 

Cholate 
Orange 

Cookie with 
Apple 

Wedges 

Vanilla 
Sponge Cake 
with Apple 

Wedges 

Fruity 
Flapjack with 

Apple 
Wedges  

GoGo 
Strawberry 

Yoghurt  

For any questions regarding allergens, please contact Catering 
Leeds Head Office on 0113 3782 321. 
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Packed Lunches 

For children who have a packed lunch, the usual guidelines 
regarding healthy lunches will continue to apply.  

Wherever possible, please try and limit the number of items your 
child brings into school that need to be eaten with a fork/spoon. 
For example, providing yoghurt pouches in place of yoghurt pots. 

If this unavoidable, please ensure that your child brings all the 
utensils they will need to eat their lunch with them, e.g. a spoon 

if they are bringing a yoghurt, as we will be unable to provide 
these.  

A useful guide to follow in terms of minimising adults in school 
needing to assist your child is below. 
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Classroom Organisation 
 

Alterations will be made to the organisation of the unit and its 
resources in order to ensure that the risk of infection remains as 

low as possible. These are as follows: 

1. Additional hanging space for coats will be provided to allow 
for safe distancing in cloakrooms. 

2. Bookbags will not be permitted. 

3. Backpacks should only be brought if these are essential i.e. if 
you feel your child will need a change of clothes in school. 

Please ensure these are kept to as small a size as you can to 
aid us with cloakroom space. 

4. Jumpers will need to be brought every day as classrooms will 
be well ventilated and so may sometimes feel a little chilly. 

5. Suitable outdoor clothing will need to be brought every day 
as we will be learning outside as much as possible. 

6. No books or planners will be sent home. We will shortly be 
publicising a list of reading apps that can be used to support 

children’s home reading. 

7. Children will need to bring as much water as they will need 
for the day as we are unable to currently fill children’s 

individual water bottles from water fountains. 

8. All resources have been reviewed in line with guidance and  

9. Regular handwashing will take place throughout the day and 
hand sanitiser will be available in all classrooms and shared 

areas. 
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Curriculum: in-school learning 
 

We are aware that all children will have had a wide range of 
experiences during lockdown. We are currently in the process of 
finalising our ‘Reskill, Rebuild and Re-engage’ curriculum which 

will be launched in September. This will be based around the 
following five ideas: 

1) Relationships 

We will be spending time rebuilding our adult-child connections 
as we know that solid relationships with all of our children are at 

the heart of all learning. 

2) Community 

We will be re-engaging with our school community in order to 
listen to and understand each child’s individual needs to help 

best support them with their transition back into school. 

3) Transparency 

We will be sharing our plans with the children about how we are 
going to help them re-engage them with their love of learning. 

4) Learning 

We will be explicitly teaching the children skills for learning in 
order to rebuild their confidence as learners. 

5) Space and Pace 

We will be ensuring children have the space to rediscover their 

voice in learning whilst maintaining the pace needed for them to 

fulfil their potential. 

Our intention is to share this curriculum with you in advance of 

September once it has been finalised. 
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Curriculum: blended or lockdown learning 
 

We have plans in place to provide the immediate continuation of 
all children’s education in response to the following two 

eventualities: 
 

Blended Learning 
This is a scenario in which restrictions are reintroduced which 
limit class sizes, as at present with our Year One and Year Six 
children. This will result in a ‘blended’ approach to learning 

wherein children may spend half their week learning in school 
and half their week learning from home. 

 
Lockdown 

This is a scenario in which restrictions are reintroduced which 
mean that the school needs to be fully closed again. This will 

result in all learning taking place online. 
 

These plans will be closely linked with the learning that children 
are doing in school so that they can be supported with their 

learning remotely by their class teachers. 
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Emotional and Mental Health 
 

We understand that children may have concerns and anxieties 

about coming to school in September. Their experiences of the 

lockdown period will have been varied: for some, it will have 

been a safe and enjoyable time, but for others it will have been 

challenging. Our staff are used to supporting children through 

life’s trickier moments and have had additional training 

specifically around responding to their individual needs in the 

current climate. The curriculum we are designing ensures that 

children will have plenty of time to talk about their experiences 

and share any concerns or worries that they may have. 

Our welfare team, Mrs Oldroyd and Mrs Allanson, will be 

providing their usual outstanding pastoral support, safeguarding 

and wellbeing services and supporting families through this 

transition period in school. 


